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EverFastAccess is a simple and straightforward utility that simplifies the way you create, manage and access notes that feature tables, images or links. The tool relies on custom menus that can be opened just as easily using custom shortcuts. Moreover, the tool alloows you to  document anything and smart recognition for intuitive
documentation that can really make your computer-life easier. Seamlessly take note of anything and create reminders with just one click Following a quick and uneventful installation, you can access the application from the System Tray. In case this is the first time you are using the program, then perhaps it would be a good idea to take the time
and go through the tutorials and learn how to make the most out of the app. The idea behind the app is that it enables you to create notes and reminders anywhere anytime in 1 second. Simply put, you do not need to access the tool in order to create a note. As you would expect, the app lets you write down anything that you need and, if you do
not have a defined style or preference, you can use the embedded smart notes. Packs an advanced text editor that supports symbols, tables and links The highlight of the utility stems from the text editor, a tool that comes with advanced options comparable with other reputable software solutions on the market. By accessing the Fast Note, you
can write your text or note and format or edit it accordingly. IN addition, the program gives you the opportunity to  to speed up research by saving title, links, and selected content to notes in 1 shortcut. Regardless of the content, you can format it via alignment, indentation, numbering, line and paragraph spacing. At the same time, you can
modify the font, text and background colors and insert a wide variety of other elements, including, but not limited to hyperlinks, file links, folder links, BML images, Excel tables or other images. As you would expect, the tool comes with a search function that permits you to find your memos or lists without too much hassle. A tool that lets you
create and access notes and reminders In the eventuality that you need an editor that enables you to customize notes and quickly access them for personal or work-related reasons, but without interrupting your workflow, then perhaps you can consider giving EverFastAccess a try. EverFastAccess is a simple and straightforward utility that
simplifies the way you create, manage and access notes that feature tables, images or
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EverFastAccess Description: Seamlessly take note of anything and create reminders with just one click Following a quick and uneventful installation, you can access the application from the System Tray. In case this is the first time you are using the program, then perhaps it would be a good idea to take the time and go through the tutorials and
learn how to make the most out of the app. The idea behind the app is that it enables you to create notes and reminders anywhere anytime in 1 second. Simply put, you do not need to access the tool in order to create a note. As you would expect, the app lets you write down anything that you need and, if you do not have a defined style or
preference, you can use the embedded smart notes. Packs an advanced text editor that supports symbols, tables and links The highlight of the utility stems from the text editor, a tool that comes with advanced options comparable with other reputable software solutions on the market. By accessing the Fast Note, you can write your text or note
and format or edit it accordingly. IN addition, the program gives you the opportunity to  to speed up research by saving title, links, and selected content to notes in 1 shortcut. Regardless of the content, you can format it via alignment, indentation, numbering, line and paragraph spacing. At the same time, you can modify the font, text and
background colors and insert a wide variety of other elements, including, but not limited to hyperlinks, file links, folder links, BML images, Excel tables or other images. As you would expect, the tool comes with a search function that permits you to find your memos or lists without too much hassle. A tool that lets you create and access notes and
reminders In the eventuality that you need an editor that enables you to customize notes and quickly access them for personal or work-related reasons, but without interrupting your workflow, then perhaps you can consider giving EverFastAccess a try. EverFastAccess Description: lorem ipsum1: Lorem ipsum test lorem test lorem test lorem test
lorem ipsum2 3a67dffeec
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Generate notes and reminders for free! In order to keep track of everything, you need a tool that will enable you to access your ideas, tasks and to-do’s from anywhere. In case you are like most individuals out there, then you will always carry around a notebook or bag full of papers. At some point, you simply need to record down or write
something down. While most individuals agree that tools like a notebook is beneficial, what the majority fail to realize is that it might take you considerable amount of time to find what you are looking for. Furthermore, it’s an activity that takes away from your workflow. If you still want to carry a notebook around, then perhaps it might be an idea
to use EverFastAccess. Just like its name implies, the application comes with a fast note tool that can be accessed on-the-fly. In addition to that, you can take advantage of any smart features that the utility has to offer. For example, you can use the tool to compile and create links to files or other URLs as well as to create events, notes and
reminders. In case you have previously saved them in EverFastAccess, then you can simply access and update existing notes or reminders without too much hassle. EverFastAccess Key features: You can access the Fast Note tool on-the-fly:. Ability to use multimedia:. Create and manage notes and reminders:. You can create notes for personal or
work:. Assign notes and reminders to specific folders:. You can easily view and manage notes and reminders:. Import and export notes and reminders:. EverFastAccess is a simple and straightforward utility that simplifies the way you create, manage and access notes that feature tables, images or links. The tool relies on custom menus that can
be opened just as easily using custom shortcuts. Moreover, the tool alloows you to  document anything and smart recognition for intuitive documentation that can really make your computer-life easier. Seamlessly take note of anything and create reminders with just one click Following a quick and uneventful installation, you can access the
application from the System Tray. In case this is the first time you are using the program, then perhaps it would be a good idea to take the time and go through the tutorials and learn how to make the most out of the app. The idea behind the app is that it enables you to create notes and reminders anywhere anytime in 1 second

What's New In?

EverFastAccess is a simple and straightforward utility that simplifies the way you create, manage and access notes that feature tables, images or links. The tool relies on custom menus that can be opened just as easily using custom shortcuts. Moreover, the tool alloows you to document anything and smart recognition for intuitive documentation
that can really make your computer-life easier. Seamlessly take note of anything and create reminders with just one click Following a quick and uneventful installation, you can access the application from the System Tray. In case this is the first time you are using the program, then perhaps it would be a good idea to take the time and go through
the tutorials and learn how to make the most out of the app. The idea behind the app is that it enables you to create notes and reminders anywhere anytime in 1 second. Simply put, you do not need to access the tool in order to create a note. As you would expect, the app lets you write down anything that you need and, if you do not have a
defined style or preference, you can use the embedded smart notes. Packs an advanced text editor that supports symbols, tables and links The highlight of the utility stems from the text editor, a tool that comes with advanced options comparable with other reputable software solutions on the market. By accessing the Fast Note, you can write
your text or note and format or edit it accordingly. IN addition, the program gives you the opportunity to  to speed up research by saving title, links, and selected content to notes in 1 shortcut. Regardless of the content, you can format it via alignment, indentation, numbering, line and paragraph spacing. At the same time, you can modify the
font, text and background colors and insert a wide variety of other elements, including, but not limited to hyperlinks, file links, folder links, BML images, Excel tables or other images. As you would expect, the tool comes with a search function that permits you to find your memos or lists without too much hassle. A tool that lets you create and
access notes and reminders In the eventuality that you need an editor that enables you to customize notes and quickly access them for personal or work-related reasons, but without interrupting your workflow, then perhaps you can consider giving EverFastAccess a try. EverFastAccess Description: EverFastAccess is a simple and straightforward
utility that simplifies the way you create, manage and access notes that feature tables,
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